PART TWO – SPEAKING SECTION

Your response to the question below must be spoken in French.

You have 10 minutes to write notes for your response to the question. Then, give a spoken response of 3–4 minutes before handing back this card. Base your response on information in the listening passage and/or the reading text. You may use your notes as you speak.

You are expected to:
• interpret the listening passage and/or reading text accurately, and link it with your own ideas
• communicate with confidence and style, using idioms and pauses where appropriate
• express your ideas in a convincing and fluent way that holds the interest of the listener.

The recording will be stopped after 5 minutes.

QUESTION THREE
« La vie ressemble à un conte ; ce qui importe, ce n’est pas la longueur, mais sa valeur » (Sénèque).

A votre avis, qu’est-ce qui vous aide, vous soutient et vous prépare à construire une vie qui a du sens? Comment donnez-vous déjà du sens à votre vie?

THE SUPERVISOR WILL TAKE BACK THIS CARD AFTER YOU HAVE GIVEN YOUR ORAL RESPONSE TO THE QUESTION.